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Message from our president – Jeff Glanville 
 
Very soon after the shutdown this spring, they made us take some (online obviously) training on 
telework.  At times cheesy, it was also actually insightful.  For someone like me who had never 
teleworked before, there were some good suggestions. 
 
The 2 points I remember most: 1) it’s tempting to work extra hours, and 2) You will probably miss the 
time to unwind that the commute used to provide you.  Both are true in my case.  I do miss the 
commute, which in my case was a mile and half walk to the bus stop in the morning and the same walk 
home in the afternoon.  And since I’m in the habit of waking up about the same time every day, all I 
need to do in the morning is to have my 2 cups of tea, breakfast, and head upstairs to log on.  I have 
been working more than the 40 hours per week I get paid for.  My wife and I have decided we won’t 
dine at restaurants or go on vacation, so we aren’t going anywhere anyway. 
 
We have 2 new soil scientists in Ohio NRCS this summer.  We also have 2 student interns on our staff.  I 
am currently filling in for my supervisor, and it has been nice to have extra time with them.  That hasn’t 
been too much of a difficulty for me because the office has been closed.  It takes considerable time 
trying to guide them through the maze of forms and paperwork the federal government requires.  We 
are really happy to have some new people. 
 
For those of you who are retired and those of you who may not work in a large office, here is how it has 
been working:  My office has been on phase 3, or closed status, since the pandemic began.  Everyone is 
able to telework from home.  Almost all of us have laptops, which we can take home, along with extra 
monitors, external hard drives, etc.  Then all you need is a decent internet connection at home.  
Applications we use generally work just as well at home.  They are trying to rotate the managers into the 
office a few days per pay period.  My office days next week are Monday and Friday.  The only other 
reasons people may go to the office are to pick up a government vehicle or to do some printing. 
 
Among the cancellations/postponements have been collegiate land judging and high school land judging 
contests (probably), training courses, and other meetings.  The North Central Regional Soil Survey Work 
Planning conference was this week.  Everything, including the field tour, was done virtually.  Most of it 
actually went off pretty slick. 
 
One topic discussed in my committee discussions during the NCR conference was about trying to make 
historical soil information available publicly.  We’re not even sure what all this might include, but I 
always first think of original soil survey materials: maps, pedon descriptions, field notes, etc.  I’m always 
looking for photographs or slides, either good pictures of soils and landscapes, or personnel.  It may also 
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be possible for us to add soil descriptions from private consultants to our database.  If you have any 
such material you’re willing to share, please let me know. 
 
No, we don’t yet know when we will be able to get together in-person as an organization.  It may not be 
this year, maybe not for a long time.  But we will do it one day.  Until then, please contact me, or any 
other AOP council member, with questions, concerns, or suggestions. 
 
Stay safe. 

Survey of CPSS in Ohio 
 

Help the Executive Committee Plan for training the next generation of Certified Professional Soil 
Scientists 

 
I wanted to provide a brief update on the status of the "AOP State-wide Soil Scientist Needs Assessment 
I" survey. The information from this survey will help us to anticipate ongoing and future training and 
educational needs and also geographic trends on where consulting soil scientists are working in Ohio. 
This survey was distributed via individual email addresses to 81 people on July 21st and a reminder 
email sent July 30th. As of August 20th we have received 48 completed surveys, which come to a 59% 
response rate! 
 
We would still like to hear from everyone in the AOP membership, so a reminder message will go out 
next week for those who have not completed a survey. Thank you again for taking the time to complete 
the survey and providing feedback."   
 
Let me know if you need any further information. 
 
Best, 
Scott 
Dr. M. Scott Demyan 
Assistant Professor, soil and environmental mineralogy 
School of Environment and Natural Resources 
The Ohio State University 
408B Kottman Hall 
2021 Coffey Road 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
USA 
office: +1-614-688-3349 
 

A message from our new treasurer 
 

Are Your Dues Due? 
Thanks for being a member of the Association of Oho Pedologists.  You are a member of a unique group 
of Science Professionals.  Being a member of the AOP affords you several benefits.  Networking with 
similar professionals, networking with unfamiliar professionals, educational programs, great newsletter, 
CEU’s, good food, just to name a few.  Being a member also requires you to pay your dues in a timely 
manner.  It doesn’t cost much to be a member, and stay a member:  
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Professional - $40.00 
Affiliate - $20.00 
Student - $20.00 
If you aren’t sure if you have paid for the current year, contact Rick Griffin, AOP Treasurer at:  
rgriffin1741@ gmail.com; AOP in the subject line would help.  Keep your membership up to date.  It 
keeps our organization strong, informative and relevant to your professionalism. 
 
Rick Griffin, AOP Treasurer 
937 Laurel Avenue 
Zanesville, Ohio 43701 
rgriffin1741@gmail.com 

 
Celebrating one of our own 
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Future meeting announcements and cancelations 
 
I will continue to send notices of webinars and on-line conferences that either do qualify for or could 
qualify for Continuing Education Credits.  I’m working with Franklin Soil and Water Conservation District 
(where I still serve as an Associate Board Member after all these years, back to 1974) as they continue to 
develop a series of on-line educational opportunities, many of which would be of interest to soil 
scientists. 

 
Memorials for recently departed friends 

 
Larry Tornes remembering George Hall 
  
Julie, 
The newsletter is great.  I wanted to send something for the George Hall tribute, but got to doing 
something else.  Here it is: 
 
The George Hall family were a great neighbor to us when we lived on Havendale Drive and our children 
were in 4-H together.  I especially enjoyed working with George on field reviews, AOP activities, and the 
study of fractures in glacial tills and how the fractures extend down from the lower Bt and the BC 
horizons into the glacial till in many locations.  We had a lot of good discussions on how mechanical 
analysis of soils correlates with engineering properties on the old Soils 5 form.  I can't believe both 
George and his wife Carrol are no longer with us.       
Larry Tornes 
 
Frank Gibbs remembering George Hall 
 
I remember Dr. Hall as being a very kind, generous and thorough instructor… 
He was always very helpful and down to earth with a good sense of humor… 
He taught me in the old 550 Class the basics of mapping, although in actuality, I was completely lost, but 
he was very patient with me… It was later in SCS, when Neil Rubel took me under his wing and taught 
me to map that I realized how little I knew… 
I still use a couple of Dr. Hall’s Slides in my Soils Presentations that he generously gave me permission to 
use… 
He always had a smile for me, all thru my career, besides at work, I would run into him and Dr. Himes 
with their wives at the Old China Dynasty (now gone) on Lane Ave. Sunday afternoons… 
I wish he were still alive… 
God Bless Dr. Hall… 
Frank Gibbs 
 
From the July issue of CSA News 
 
IN MEMORIAM In Memoriam George Fredrick Hall George F. Hall, a member of ASA and SSSA for 50 
years, passed away on 26 Apr. 2020 at the age of 89. He was born 5 Mar. 1931 in Spickard, MO, and 
spent many of his formative years on the family farm in northeast Illinois. Following high school, he also 
tried his hand at farming before being inducted into the military. He was assigned to the U.S. 8th Army 
after basic training and served in Korea during 1953–1955. In 1955, Hall enrolled at Illinois State 
University on the GI Bill with the goal of becoming a vocational agriculture teacher. After a year, he 
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transferred to the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana where he discovered his academic passion 
for soils while taking the introductory soil science class. Hall completed his B.Sc. in Agronomy in 1959 
and his M.Sc. in soil science in 1961. His desire to learn more about the interactions between soil 
genesis, geomorphology, and glacial stratigraphy led him to begin Ph.D. studies at Iowa State University 
under the guidance of Dr. Robert V. Ruhe, who directed the landmark USDA Soil Geomorphology Project 
on the Iowan Erosion Surface of eastern Iowa. After completing his dissertation in 1965, Hall joined the 
faculty at Ohio State University in Columbus where he taught and conducted research on topics related 
to soil genesis and classification for the next 30 years. Hundreds of students took his pedology courses 
and many ultimately established successful careers in soil mapping, conservation, and natural resource 
management. He will be remembered by his students and advisees as an excellent teacher, a wise and 
understanding mentor, and an inspiring role model. Hall played a major leadership role in the Ohio 
Cooperative Soil Survey Program as the university’s representative on the Ohio Soil Inventory Board for 
almost 20 years. He was a founding member of the Association of Ohio Pedologists and served the 
organization as both its editor and president. Hall was supported in all that he did by Carol, his wife of 
61 years (also recently deceased). Together, they raised two outstanding children, Laura and Roger.  
 
Dr. Berlie Schmidt linked through the Columbus Dispatch 

Berlie Schmidt 
1932 - 2020 

 
Schmidt, Berlie 
1932 - 2020 
Berlie Louis Schmidt, of Dublin, Ohio, passed away on August 3, 2020. 
Berlie was the former Chairman of the Department of Agronomy at the 
Ohio State University in Columbus and "Go Bucks!" was his frequent 
exclamation. He joined the OSU faculty in 1962 at the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development 
Center in Wooster where he developed and led world renowned research programs in soil erosion and 
fertility. He was a Fellow of the Soil and Water Conservation Society of America and numerous other 
professional organizations. Berlie was born in Council Bluffs, Iowa on October 2, 1932 to the late Hans 
and Louisa (Guttau) Schmidt, of Treynor, Iowa. He graduated from Treynor High School, and just last 
week he sang the school fight song! Then he continued his education at Iowa State University where he 
earned his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees in Agronomy and Soil Management, and also researched the 
unique Loess soil near his home. At ISU he was a proud member of Theta Delta Chi fraternity. In the 
midst of his educational pursuits, Berlie married his high school sweetheart, Joanne Bruning in 1954. 
That same year he was drafted into the U.S. Army, serving as a Chemical Corps instructor in Hawaii 
where he and Joanne enjoyed living for two years. Berlie and Joanne were married for 28 years and 
prior to her passing had five children together, who all miss them dearly. After retiring from OSU, Berlie 
moved to Washington, D.C. as a National Program Director for the U.S. Department of Agricultural for 
global research, allowing him to travel the world. During this time, he was married to Bonni Mehlhop of 
Worthington, Ohio. Following his second retirement from USDA he returned to Ohio, and as a Deacon at 
Dublin Presbyterian Church, Berlie met Rhoda McIntyre. They were married and spent several happy 
years together at Friendship Village. Berlie leaves behind a legacy of love, respect, and friendship to all 
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who knew him. His greatest joy was spending time with his family. In addition to his parents and Joanne, 
Berlie is preceded in death by his brother Julian, sister Sonja, Bonni, and Rhoda. He is survived by his 
sister, Cynthia; children, Brian (Marina) Schmidt, Luanne (Brian) Code, Kevin (Kim) Schmidt, Kim (Kevin) 
Nelson, and Christy Mash; grandchildren, Amy (Sean) Crowe, Erin (Sean) Doherty, Brittany (Paul) 
Demmy, Hailey (Logan) Fehrenbach, Molly Nelson, Annabelle, Hans and Scarlett Schmidt, Zachary and 
Ethan Mash; great grandchildren, Edie, Louisa, and Samuel. Visitation will be held Monday, August 10, 
from 4-7pm at SCHOEDINGER FUNERAL HOME, WORTHINGTON CHAPEL, 6699 North High Street, 
Worthington, Ohio. All guests are asked to wear masks per local health restrictions. A private service for 
the family will be held. Please visit www.schoedinger.com to share memories or extend condolences. 

Published in The Columbus Dispatch from Aug. 6 to Aug. 8, 2020. 

 

A memory of Berlie Schmidt from Linda Aller (JWR) 

 
My favorite Berlie Schmidt story actually belongs to my dear friend, Linda Aller.  In the late 1970s and 
early 1980s, the time before this time that we were upgrading the private septic system rules, Linda 
Aller and Glen Hackett were running the program at the Ohio Dept. of Health.  As usual, all the soil 
scientists were helping the effort as was Mel Palmer, Dept. of Ag. at OSU.  Neither Linda nor Glen had 
degrees in Soil Science.  Linda was trained as a geologist at Miami and OSU so she came the closest to 
having soils training.  At some point through the effort, it was decided that Linda needed the 
introductory soils course which I think was a 200 level class.  The Dept. of Health were supportive of her 
taking the class but it met at a time on Main Campus that would not fit with her work schedule.  What to 
do?  That upcoming quarter Berlie was flying up to Lima Campus on Saturdays to teach the course and 
run the lab.  Linda could take a Saturday class but it meant driving to Lima and back from central Ohio.  
Berlie decided that was ridiculous, she could fly up to Lima with him.  So each Saturday morning that 
quarter, Linda would meet him at Don Scott Airport, board the OSU plane to Lima which was ferrying up 
faculty from Columbus, sit and visit with Berlie as they discussed how to best develop the new rules, 
take the class and fly back to Columbus.  Berlie helped in so many ways in the development of those 
rules but this story has always reminded me of his great heart and his willingness to simply make things 
happen when they needed to happen.  I expect that could not have happened today but we were living 
in a simpler time.    

  
Letters to the Editor 

 
With these issues of the Newsletter, we are reaching out to a much larger audience.  We critically need 
to grow the number of Certified Professional Soil Scientists (CPSS) in Ohio if we are going to meet the 
needs of the state in the future.  Since the typical pathway to reach Certification takes nine years (4 year 
undergrad in Soil Science or related field including five core courses, one year internship with a CPSS, 
four more years of experience with oversight from a CPSS and an examination), we are not quickly going 
to grow our ranks before those of us who are preforming most of the work in the state decide we are 
too old or simply die off.  Therefore, the Executive Committee has decided that it is important to reach 
out to you. our natural partners, staff at county soil and water conservation districts and public health 
departments to encourage you to cross train to take up the challenge as the older generation decides 
it’s time to lay down our soil probes.  We already have members of AOP from soil and water 
conservation districts and public health departments.  Additional staff from those organizations comes 
to our annual meetings and/or field days for training.  Links to this Newsletter is being sent to each soil 
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and water conservation district and public health department in the state, in hopes that the dialogue 
will be expanded. 
 
This section of the Newsletter belongs to you, our members and future members, in the hopes that if we 
communicate with each other, we can find pathways to move forward to train the next generation.  
Please send your letters and/or responses to the Editor at AOPEditor2020@gmail.com and I will include 
them in upcoming issues of the Newsletter which is developed and disseminated quarterly. 
 
************************************************************************************* 

larrytornes@aol.com 
 

   

 
 

Julie, 
Since AOP was not able to conduct a soils training workshop this summer/fall, I would suggest you ask the 
membership to suggest soils training activities like workshops, reading materials, lectors, etc. that Certified Soil 
Scientist can attend or self study to earn CEU credits for recertification. 
  
I am sure you saw in the Dispatch today where Berlie Schmidt passed away.   
                     Thanks,            Larry        
 
Larry, 
I’m going to make an attempt to capture webinars and training programs of interest as I find them.  I will list them 
in a section devoted to that topic in the newsletter and/or if the turnaround time is short, I will post to the 
membership separately.  Hopefully others will share their leads as well. 
Julie        
 
From Mark Wilson, field equipment for sale 
 

FOR SALE – Soil Sampling and Testing Equipment. 
Purchased new from manufacturer in 2017 – used only one field season 
AMS Soil Auger Kit.  Includes 3 ¼ in. HEX Quick Pin(QP) Regular Auger; 1 ½ in. x 18 in. Triple Lead 
Flighted Auger with New Male HEX QP Fitting; 4 ft. HEX QP Extension; and Hex QP Ratchet Cross Handle. 
AgriDrain 4 ft. Heavy Duty Probes.  Ideal for probing drain tile and other subsurface items. 
Dickey-John Soil Compaction Meters (Penetrometers).  Includes ½ and ¾ in. cone tips; 30 in. stainless 
steel probe with 3 in. incremental depth markings; rugged molded housing and handle; and color coded 
stainless steel dial with three compaction ranges (0-200 psi, 200-300 psi, and 300+ psi). 
FieldScout SC 900 Soil Compaction Meter (Penetrometer) Kit from Spectrum Technologies.  Includes ½ 
and ¾ in. cone tips; takes compaction readings to a depth of 18 in.; ultrasonic depth sensor captures 
readings in 1 in. increments; penetration resistance measured by internal load cell; connects to any GPS 
receiver with serial output; equipped with internal data logger and RS-232 port; records 772 
measurements; includes carrying case. 
Contact AOP Member Mark Wilson if interested.  mwilson@landstewards.com  (c) 614-506-7846 
 
From Steve Ross    
 
Hi Julie, 
Great work on the newsletter! On the topic of people looking for soils experience/mentors. Is there a 
network of high school soil judging coaches who could invite soil scientist and would-be soil scientists to 
help judge pits and help with contests? I came over here from Indiana and that's what we did over 
there. That would be all about communication. I am also curious is "mentoring" would qualify as 
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ARCPACS CEU credits? Given that a bunch of events for CEU credits have been cancelled it seems like 
someone willing to mentor a would-be soil scientist would earn CEU's in doing so?  
 
Steve Ross 
Steve Ross 
Soil & Site LLC 
419-718-4301 
cell: 575-993-4260 
 
Steve,  
About the CEUs, I think if AOP says "yes", then it should count.  There is a list of high school teachers but 
I don't have it.  My guess is that either George Derringer does or maybe Linda Pettit with Franklin 
SWCD.  This would be a great question to post in the "Letters to the Editor" if you don't mind. 
Julie 

From Dan King 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Hi Julie, 
I have just read the Spring Newsletter and I appreciate everything you do to put this together for all of 
us. I have some input regarding cross training to grow the ranks of CPSS individuals. It appears that there 
are more older and experienced individuals in Ohio than younger individuals that have obtained their 
CPSS qualifications. I am a younger CPSS person who works in the private consulting sector and does not 
have the liberty or time to shadow a more experienced individual. My CPSS qualification is unfortunately 
secondary to my job as an environmental consultant.  
 
Of course I have a background in soil sciences; I fully understand what to look for in the soil profile when 
assessing suitability for a leach field (i.e. redoximorphic features, fragipan, etc.). However, I am not 
afraid to admit that I lack certain subtle areas of expertise in the field regarding soil evaluations. 
Learning these nuances usually come from working with more experienced individuals. However, CPSS 
individuals seem to be a rarity in Ohio, which makes that difficult. Let’s face it, there is not much 
direction from government entities or standard operating procedures to read for new CPSS individuals 
to conduct and assess soil evaluations.  
 
I think it would be advantageous to hold training for everyone in septic soil evaluations, percolation and 
infiltration testing. I get calls at least 5 times a week from people looking for CPSS individuals to conduct 
septic soil evaluations on their property. In my opinion, we as a group (while we are small) should be 
consistent in our methods or standard operating procedures moving forward. That way it will be easier 
to train younger people that want to obtain their CPSS.  
 
Thank you for your time and take care.  
Best Regards, 
Daniel King, CPSS, PWS 
 
Dan, 
Thanks for your kind words and your thoughts. May I post this note in the Summer issue of the AOP  
Newsletter? At least the dialogue is happening. 
Cheers, Julie 
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Yes, please do put it in the next issue 
Dan 
 
Please send letters and comment to: 
Julie Weatherington-Rice, PhD, CPG, CPSS 
AOP Newsletter Editor 
AOPEditor2020@gmail.com  
 

A Two Part Newsletter 
 

This ends part one of the Summer Newsletter.  Our members were so generous with their forwarding of 
technical references and experiences that had I incorporated them all into one issue, it would have been 
far too large to read in a single sitting.  Therefore, I am dividing the issue between AOP “News” and our 
ongoing attempt to offer continuing educational opportunities for our members in light of the new 
normal COVID-19 lifestyle we are all living.  So when you tackle the second part, grab a cup of coffee or 
tea, time yourself and count those Continuing Education Credits. 
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Journal Articles etc. of note 

 
A Contribution from Duane Wood 
 
Duane found this article on www.godnewsnetwork.org 
and sent it in.  I was able to trace the article back to its 
original web page at Cornell University, 
https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2020/02/newly-found-
bacteria-fights-climate-change-soil-pollutants.  “Newly 
found bacteria fights climate change, soil pollutants” 
 
Allison Usavage/Cornell University 
David Karasz ’20 prepares cultures of Paraburkholderia for scanning electron microscopy to identify 
cellular structures involved in chain formation. 
 
Newly found bacteria fights climate change, soil pollutants 
By Krisy Gashler | 
February 20, 2020 
Cornell researchers have found a new species of soil bacteria – which they named in memory of the 
Cornell professor who first discovered it – that is particularly adept at breaking down organic matter, 
including the cancer-causing chemicals that are released when coal, gas, oil and refuse are burned. 

“Microbes have been here since life began, almost 4 billion years. They created the system that we live 
in, and they sustain it,” said Dan Buckley, professor of microbial ecology in the Section of Soil and Crop 
Sciences in the School of Integrative Plant Science. “We may not see them, but they’re running the 
show.” 

Buckley and five other Cornell researchers, along with colleagues from Lycoming College, described the 
new bacterium in a paper, “Paraburkholderia madseniana sp. nov., a phenolic acid-degrading bacterium 
isolated from acidic forest soil,” published Feb. 6 in the International Journal of Systematic and 
Evolutionary Microbiology. 

The new bacteria, madseniana, is named to honor the late Gene Madsen, the microbiology professor 
who started the research. He died in 2017, before he could confirm the discovery. 
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All plants and animals, including humans, host a collection of friendly bacteria that help us digest food 
and fight infection. The bacteria living in soils not only help plants grow, cope with stress and fight off 
pests, they’re also essential to understanding climate change. 

The newly discovered bacteria belong to the genus Paraburkholderia, which are known for their ability 
to degrade aromatic compounds and, in some species, the capacity to form root nodules that fix 
atmospheric nitrogen. The species name, madseniana, reflects the legacy of Madsen’s work in the field 
of environmental microbiology. 

Madsen’s research focused on biodegradation – the role microbes play in breaking down pollutants in 
contaminated soils – with a special focus on organic pollutants called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs). His work was groundbreaking in providing natural tools to address hazardous waste in areas 
where contaminated soils can’t easily be dug up and removed. 

“Gene was a humble man and a great scientist. I am so happy to see his legacy live on in this way,” 
said Esther Angert, professor and chair of the Department of Microbiology. “It’s so apt that a bacterium 
with these traits would be named after this remarkable environmental microbiologist. I think Gene must 
be smiling.” 

The work started in a Cornell experimental forest on Turkey Hill, a natural area stewarded by Cornell 
Botanic Gardens. Madsen isolated the new bacteria from the forest soil; Buckley’s team brought the 
project to completion. 

The first step was sequencing the bacterium’s ribosomal RNA genes, which provided genetic evidence 
that madseniana was a unique species. In studying the new bacteria, the researchers noticed that 
madseniana is especially adept at breaking down aromatic hydrocarbons, which make up lignin, a major 
component of plant biomass and soil organic matter. Aromatic hydrocarbons are also found in toxic PAH 
pollution. 

This means that the newly identified bacteria could be a candidate for biodegradation research and an 
important player in the soil carbon cycle. 

Buckley’s lab focused on the bacterium’s role in the carbon cycle – the natural cycling of carbon through 
the Earth and the atmosphere, which scientists say has been thrown out of whack by excess human 
carbon emissions. 

“We know remarkably little about how soil bacteria operate,” Buckley said. “Soils, every year, process 
about seven times more carbon than all of the human emissions from cars, power plants and heating 
units, all over the world, just in their natural work of decomposing plant material. Because it’s such a 
large amount of carbon going through the soil, small changes in how we manage soil could make a big 
impact on climate change.” 

In the case of madseniana, Buckley’s lab wants to learn more about the symbiotic relationship between 
the bacteria and forest trees. Initial research suggests that trees feed carbon to the bacteria, and in turn 
the bacteria degrade soil organic matter, thereby releasing nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus 
for the trees. 

Understanding how bacteria break down carbon in soil could hold the key to the sustainability of soil 
and the ability to predict the future of global climate. 

https://micro.cornell.edu/people/esther-angert/
https://cornellbotanicgardens.org/
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Roland Wilhelm, a postdoctoral associate in Buckley’s lab, was the paper’s first author. Other co-authors 
included Sean Murphy, a Ph.D. student in the lab; undergraduate research assistants Nicole Feriancek 
’22 and David Karasz ’20; Christopher DeRito, a research support specialist; and Jeffrey Newman, a 
biology professor at Lycoming College. 

This research was supported the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture through a McIntire 
Stennis grant. 

Krisy Gashler is a freelance writer for the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. 

From Jerry Bigham 
 
When I got Jerry’s link, I tried to find the book at the www.algora.com link and could not but I found it 
on Amazon at https://www.amazon.com/Our-Good-Earth-Natural-
History/dp/1628943955/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pl_foot_top?ie=UTF8.  It is surprisingly affordable at $22.95 
in paperback and it has four 5 Star reviews.  It looks excellent; they are claiming you can get through it 
with high school chemistry so this might be a good introduction for people considering the field of soil 
science.  

 

Our Good Earth: A Natural History of Soil, by 
Berman Hudson, Ph.D. 
A new book in soil science from Algora Publishing, 1732 First Avenue, 
New York. 
Available from the publisher at www.algora.com and from Amazon. 

About the Book: Our Good Earth describes the unique 
properties of soil – properties that distinguish it from everything 

else in the universe. The book also explains how and why soil varies 
across the world’s land surfaces and how it has changed over time, co-
evolving with the lithosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere for more 
than 3.5 billion years. 
Soil Taxonomy recognizes 12 major kinds of soil in the world, the soil 
Orders. Prior to 3.0 billion years ago, only three of the Orders 
existed. Our Good Earth describes how, over the next 3.0 billion years, 
nine additional soil Orders appeared at intervals, usually in groups, 

often separated by millions of years. The book describes how events such as the formation of 
continents, oxygenation of the atmosphere, the formation of deserts, glaciation, and the colonization of 
land by vascular plants led to the arrival of new kinds of soil at different times in Earth’s history. 
This book is intended primarily for the instruction of students in university soil science curricula – in 
courses such as Introductory Soil Science and Soil Genesis and Classification. Students and practitioners 
of other “outdoor sciences” such as plant ecology, geology, forestry, agronomy, and wildlife biology also 
will benefit from reading this book. 
About the Author: The author has a PhD degree in soil science and more than three decades of 
professional experience – as a soil scientist with the USDA and as a soil consultant to the forest products 
industry. Positions held include State Soil Scientist of Maryland, National Leader for Soil Interpretations, 
National Soil Survey Center, Lincoln, NE, and Director, National Soil Survey Program, Washington, DC. 
The author has conducted soil studies in Africa, Indonesia, Bulgaria, Denmark, and the United States 

http://www.algora.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Our-Good-Earth-Natural-History/dp/1628943955/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pl_foot_top?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/Our-Good-Earth-Natural-History/dp/1628943955/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pl_foot_top?ie=UTF8
http://www.algora.com/
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Virgin Islands. In addition, he has published a number of well-received scientific papers. The three most 
influential have altogether been cited in more than 1,000 scientific articles. 
 
Frank Gibbs contributes this paper reviewed by a wetland friend 
 
Evaluating the use of iron-coated tubes for wetland delineation in South Africa: A pilot study in the 
Kruger National Park. 
I wanted to pass on this paper that my Friend and Colleague, Ralph Tiner, Reviewed… For those of you 
that don’t know Ralph, he was in charge of Developing the USF&WS National Wetland Inventory Maps… 
I met him thru Mark DeBrock, who brought me in to teach Hydric Soils for Bill Mitch’s OSU Wetland 
Delineation Short Course after Doc Redmond stopped teaching it… 
I still teach the Hydric Soils section of a Wetland Delineation Course for Ralph in Chicago every other 
year or so, in DuPage County (This year’s class was cancelled due to the pandemic)… 
Basically, Iris Tubes don’t show reduction in High pH, Sodic or Salinity Soils where the microbes are 
inhibited… 
I saw this in Tibet in 2012 at saline seeps along a salt lake (See photo attached) 

 
Redox Features Inhibited along exterior of mounds where salt concentrations increase 
 
 
Also Here is the Paper attached… 
Frank Gibbs 
WSCS, LLC 
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For anyone interested in downloading the original paper and/or learning more about the publication or 
the authors, here is the link, https://www.watersa.net/article/view/8649.  This is a free access 
publication and no copy write laws have been infringed upon by reproducing the paper here. 
 

The Technical Corner 
 

This is a new column open to any and all members who want to discuss technical issues, equipment, 
new methodologies, observations, any of the discussions that we would typically have at field days and 
training sessions which, because of the Covid-19 Pandemic, are not available to us at this point in time.  
The Executive Committee is hoping that this column will encourage the ongoing dialogue that has made 
AOP gatherings so very informative.  This issue’s presentation comes to us from Dan Michael.  Would 
you like to be next? 
 
LARGE SCALE PERCOLATION TESTS 
Dan Michael 
 
I know many of you are familiar with the percolation tests that were often run to test the potential 
percolation rate of the soil. Even still when we get a call to perform a soil test lot evaluation the owner 
calls to order a ‘Perc Test’. Somehow, the name stuck. 
 

https://www.watersa.net/article/view/8649
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Typically, a perc test involved excavating a hole with a post hole digger about 2 feet deep or so. The 
diameter would be about 6 inches in diameter. After scarifying the sides and cleaning the hole out, one 
simply poured water in. First, there is a waiting period for pre-soaking. Then, readings are taken to see 
how fast the water falls over a given time. The more water it took to replace the water then the better 
the percolation rate would calculate out. 
 
When I was a young Soil Scientist the ODNR conducted a rather large scale study in which numerous 
tests were conducted throughout the State on many types of soils. I remember when Petro and 
Donaldson came to our County. We picked out the sites. They ran the tests and recorded the results. I 
assume these results are still available. 
 
These types of percolation tests do offer some information. However, it is difficult to extract real 
interpretations from them. We were told that to pass the test that the falling rate would have to exceed 
1 inch of fall per hour. No one was ever able to tell me where that number came from. 
 
One shortcoming of this procedure is that it simply is too small of a test to represent a large area. 
Usually, one is expected to do at least three holes to obtain an average. Still, that is not much of a test. 
 
Many years ago we started performing an occasional ‘large scale percolation test’. The idea was to 
perform a test that would be closer to the real world water quantity requirements and landscape areas. 
 
Most of these tests originated as a result of failing a site because it was composed of cut and fill material 
from gravel pit excavations. Because the fill is structureless and at least somewhat compacted, the site 
would be failed. Nevertheless, by feel, it did seem the sites might be able to percolate water fast enough 
to be used for a septic field. Saying ‘no’ to a site can make an expensive lot essentially useless. 
 
Of course, a feeling of “It might work” is not good enough to convince the owner and the Health 
Department. So, we created the Larger Scale Percolation Test. Joe Ringler and I put together a 
procedure and some equipment to do so. 
 
The following is an example of how a test may be performed. Each case will vary somewhat depending 
on the soil and what needs to be accomplished. In this example , the needed site was over what used to 
be a well drained high floodplain Genessee soil. Formerly, an excavator had placed a long, several foot 
thick ridge of of topsoil without compacting the soil. My investigations did confirm that it was not at all 
compacted and was composed of a loam topsoil from the surrounding area. It certainly felt like it could 
handle a waste water load.  
 
In this case, the County would likely want a shallow pressure distribution system into a shallow trench. 
There was no local water available, so it had to be trucked in daily. A trench was dug at a length of about 
60 feet. There is one important concept here: The test should be run at a rate that somewhat meets or 
exceeds the expected final usage. For this operation we know that the future building will require about 
200 gallons per day of usage. We will want to make sure the site can handle that. From the standpoint of 
a Health Department official, it would certainly add a degree of comfort to show that the entire load 
needed has been proven. This proof would be in contrast to a few perc holes that percolated say 20 
gallons per day. 
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Large Scale Test : Water tank through the meter into drip tubing. 

 
 

 
Water meter connected inline between tank and dispersal field. 
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The setup is as follows: 

1) WATER SUPPLY: A large volume of water is needed. Typically, it would be good to tap into a 
faucet. In this case a large tank was set to hold the trucked in water. 

2) The water then flows through a meter. (see photo).  
3) The water then is distributed though drip irrigation tubing. This tubing is important as a very 

slow emmiting system is required to avoid dumping the water too quickly. Drip tubing is 
excellent because it emits about the same amount of water throughout the run of the piping. If 
a faster gallons per minute is needed, then it can be folded back on itself to double up on the 
number of emmiter holes. The tubing in this case is purple in color. 

4) The rest is simple. Water is simply emptied into the trench. Readings are periodically taken from 
the meter. During the test, adjustments can be made. The rate of dispersal may be increased if 
it observed that the trench is not filling up at all. 

5) There is another large difference in the test we run compared to a small perc test. Usually, this 
test is conducted over a period of a few weeks. A lot of water will be passed through the 
system! This long test is meant to really prove out the capabilities of the soil to handle the water 
load. In addition, there might be a need to show that there is not a landscape failure. For 
example, does the water break out of the side of the hill? 

6) Near the end of the procedure we like to invite the Health Department out to witness the test 
and to actually observe the rate of water absorption. After all, they will be asked to approve a 
site that has been rejected.  

 
This procedure may seem too involved. However, in this case, it allowed for over a million dollar project 
to proceed. When considering the price of the land, it is usually worth it. Incidentally, this test greatly 
exceeded the requirements of the expected usage. 
 
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 
 
Soon, we will be working with the Hamilton County Health Department to improve the process. The 
biggest problem is that the process involves too many visits. If a job was 20 miles away, the mileage for 
20 round trips would be 800 miles. Of course, one must consider the labor. In summary, the process is 
very expensive. 
 
With new technology cheaply available we will be trying a few additions. Likely, it is best to have an 
internet ‘hot spot’ located at the site. Then a few remote WiFi cameras will be placed. One would be on 
the trench. Another would be on the meter. Another might be on the tank or on the entire site. 
Another improvement will be to add a cheap, simple irrigation timer control on the hose outlet to better 
control the total flow and when it flows. 
 
With these improvements, the process should be able to be performed more efficiently. 
 
USES 

1) In the past this test has shown to be useful for disturbed sites to prove or disprove excess 
compaction.  
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2) Large Project Field Testing. On one job, we performed this test using 4 large trenches on high 
bottom land. The purpose was to test if the land (many acres) could disperse water for about 
200 homes at a remote site. Such a large, expensive project deserves good proof to proceed. 
Individual waste water systems would cost over 4 million dollars. This test really serves quality 
data compared to feeling a soil on serveral pits with the use of tables that are not actually field 
proven. 

3) Investigatative Research. There really seems to be a strong need for some basic soil 
investigations. Millions of dollars are being spent on waste water systems with designs that are 
being based on unproven rules and regulations. Many soil types are out there that can easily 
number into tens or even hundreds of thousands of acres. It seems that they deserve field 
verification of their water absorption capabilities. 

 
The Role of Soil Science in the History of Ohio 

 
This is a new column that I am adding to the newsletter.  We all recognize the importance of soils to the 
settlement and development of the State of Ohio, but few of us realize how important those soils and 
parent materials were to the founding of Ohio’s first industry, Ceramics.  This column is dedicated to 
documenting investigations undertaken by Ohio soil scientists that may be a bit out of the norm and/or 
the role of that industry in the development of the state. 
 
The first discussion comes from my relationship with the Walnut Grove-Flint Union Cemeteries in 
Worthington and Sharon Township, Franklin County, Ohio.  I serve on their Advisory Board and have 
since the mid-1990s, a left over assignment from my years on the Board of Supervisors of the Franklin 
SWCD.  Since I live in Worthington, I just stayed on.  This is a three part story that documents a Forensic 
Soils Investigation undertaken by AOP members here in central Ohio.  It was a neat piece of research 
using modern technology and old fashioned field work.  It also helped to answer a mystery that had its 
roots going back to the settlement of the Village of Worthington and Sharon Township in 1803.  This is 
the story of the Ozem Gardner Homestead Underground Railroad “tunnel” investigation.  In this issue, I 
will share the back story about how the legends surrounding the Underground Railroad stop developed 
and why they needed to be investigated.  Much of this back story has been developed from the 
Worthington Memory Project, http://www.worthingtonmemory.org/exhibits (search Underground 
Railroad) and the WOSU Columbus Neighborhoods Project, https://video.wosu.org/video/underground-
railroad-nuio4u/ as well as interviews with older Worthington and Sharon Township Residents over the 
years including members of the Gardner family.  More useful information is available at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africa,_Ohio which discusses the history of Africa, Ohio and the Hanby 
House in Westerville.  Another link to the Hanby House can be found at 
http://www.westervillehistory.org/Hanby%20House.html.  More information on the Kelton House and 
Underground Railroad museum can be found at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelton_House_Museum_and_Garden. 
 
Ohio became a state in 1803 and it joined the Union as “Free” meaning that no one could own slaves 
within the boundaries of Ohio.  That did not mean, however, that slaves, fleeing to Ohio, were 
automatically freed. To be free, they had to pass through the state, cross Lake Erie and reach Canada.  
Furthermore, helping an escaped slave on that northern journey was very much against the law.  If you 
were caught, charges filed against you and you were found guilty, you could be imprisoned, all of your 
property seized, your family thrown out of their home and left to starve unless takin in by family or 

http://www.worthingtonmemory.org/exhibits
https://video.wosu.org/video/underground-railroad-nuio4u/
https://video.wosu.org/video/underground-railroad-nuio4u/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africa,_Ohio
http://www.westervillehistory.org/Hanby%20House.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelton_House_Museum_and_Garden
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friends.  This was a whole lot riskier than posting a “Black Lives Matter” sign in your yard and offending 
your neighbor.  In spite of the severity of the punishment, Ohio was a major link on the Underground 
Railroad and Central Ohio had many conductors and stops. 
 
The Village of Worthington and Sharon Township, founded in 1803, was settled by Episcopalians from 
Connecticut.  Shortly thereafter, they were joined by Presbyterians and Methodists, mainline Christian 
Denominations who were rethinking the suitability of slavery and developing very strong Abolitionist 
views.  In addition to that, from its very early days, Worthington had a community of “Free people of 
color”, who founded St. John’s, the first African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church in Ohio.  The 
community also included Native Americans, mostly from the Wyandotte Tribe.  So it was not surprising 
that stops on the Underground Railroad were quickly established and an active Abolitionist organization 
formed, complete with conductors.  Brick maker Ozem Gardner was a very early leader of the 
organization and used his homestead as one of the important stops. 
 
A common route for the slaves once entering the Columbus area was a stop in the central part of the 
Village, later at the Kelton House.  They were then often moved north to the Clinton Methodist Chapel 
which was located on High St. in Clintonville north of Weber Rd.  From there they were moved to 
Worthington and surrounds where there were a number of possible stops.  Then up the Olentangy River 
or to the Ozem Gardner Homestead on Flint Road and then on to Delaware Village or to the Hanby 
House in Westerville and then to the community of Africa, Ohio which was located near the Alum Creek 
Dam.  Numerous sources have set the number of slaves passing through the Ozem Gardner homestead 
as more than 200 during the years the stop was in operation.  The house, still in existence, was known as 
the “Freedom House” and is still much revered by members of the local community. 
 
The following information is taken from the Worthington Memory Project, dated 1997: 
“Ozem Gardner came to central Ohio from Ostego County, New York, in 1817. He worked as brickmaker 
until he could save enough money to purchase 65 acres of farmland on Flint Road in 1821. He lived in a 
log cabin until late 1830's. The brick farmhouse pictured here was built around 1850. An active member 
of the Anti-Slavery Society of Worthington, he operated an Underground Railroad station on his 
property. It has been said that he assisted more than 200 fugitive slaves on their journey to Canada. 
Ozem Gardner lived in this home until his death in 1880.”  
 

This photograph of the 
Homestead was probably 
taken sometime in the mid-
1900’s.  The house was built 
over a 30 year period out of 
bricks on hand.  We will 
discuss the construction and 
technology at greater length 
in the next series on the 
Ceramic History of Ohio.  
Suffice it to say that Ozem 
Gardner was a master brick 
maker and was responsible 
for many, if not most of the 
bricks used in construction in 
the area after 1817. 

http://www.worthingtonmemory.org/scrapbook/object/viewer/visual-object:435?width=85%25&height=100%25&iframe=true
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So where did those “travelers” stay while visiting the homestead.  Again, our source is the Worthington 
Memory Project:  

“According to oral tradition, fugitive slaves found lodging on the Ozem Gardner land in a 
structure that looked like a dugout. A small one room structure, it was built into the 
bank of the creek that flowed through the Gardner farmlands. Possible uses for the 
structure may have been storage or a site for burning brick. The runaway slaves found 
shelter there until Mr. Gardner could assist them on their trip to the next station along 
one of several underground railroad trails that continued from that location. It has been 
said that on cold nights, Mr. Gardner brought the travelers into his house for warmth. 
An infant of one of the travelers died and was buried in the home's basement, according 
to reports. This photograph depicts the shelter as it stands in contemporary y times.” 

 In August, 2018, Tom Kayatti, Sharon Township Superintendent and my daughter Susan Rice 
investigated the structure which can only be entered from the door opening which is inserted in the east 
bank of Flint Run, directly behind the house.  What we know from that investigation is that the structure 
was built at some point in time after the beginning of the construction of the brick homestead because 
the bricks included in the structure were of multiple ages intermingled, not stratigraphically younger 
with height as they are in the house or all of one age.  We know it is not a brick kiln.  If it was a root 
cellar, the typical shelves for storage are no longer there.  Of special note is the inclusion of ceramic 
building blocks or tiles.  While first introduced in Europe about 1800, they are not manufactured 
commercially in the US until after 1850.  But these ceramic building tiles are not commercially 
manufactured, they were hand extruded, probably by Ozem Gardner or one of his helpers and so could 
easily predate 1850.  The structure was capped by a flat cement roof, probably cast in the back yard of 
the Homestead and pulled, slid or rolled over the ceramic masonry walls.  The top of the structure is at 
ground level with the back yard of the Homestead.  As can be seen in the old photograph, someone 
added soil to the roof, which, if planted, would have made it impossible to see unless you knew it was 
there.  Given the number of types of bricks used in the construction, I’m estimating the structure would 
have been built sometime in the 1840s or possibly the 1850s.  It clearly is old enough to have been used 
as safe stop on the journey. 

 

http://www.worthingtonmemory.org/scrapbook/object/viewer/visual-object:433?width=85%25&height=100%25&iframe=true
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The photograph above shows the back wall of the structure, topped off at ground level.  The concrete is 
the collapsed roof.   

The photograph top right is the north wall and the 
west doorway.  Note the ceramic structural tiles, 
they are hollow and have been extruded through 
a pug mill.  The photograph to the left shows the 
door frame, the combination of bricks of various 
ages and collapsed sections of the ceramic 
structural tiles.  The concrete slab is part of the 
collapsed roof.  But how did the “travelers” get 
into the structure?  And that, of course, is the 
mystery.  Local tradition said that there was a 
tunnel between the cellar of the homestead and 
the structure but no one has been able to find an 
entrance at the cellar end and the structure is 
clearly not safe enough to investigate. 

 
So how did I and then later, other AOP members get involved in the search for this possible tunnel?  
Because of the Gardner Family Cemetery which is located directly west across Flint Run.  The Gardner 
Family Cemetery becomes the Flint Cemetery and then is transferred to Sharon Township who 
eventually merges it with Worthington’s Walnut Grove Cemetery to form the Walnut Grove-Flint Union 
Cemeteries which is a separate but related political jurisdiction of Franklin County.  An excellent write-
up of the Cemetery’s history can be found on their web site, https://worthingtoncemetery.com/flint-
union-cemetery/history/.  The old part of the Cemetery is in the southeast section and the treed area to 
the east is actually the valley of Flint Run.  If you stand on the east boundary of the cemetery, you can 
look across the valley into the structure. 

https://worthingtoncemetery.com/flint-union-cemetery/history/
https://worthingtoncemetery.com/flint-union-cemetery/history/
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Historic views of Flint Cemetery and Ozem Gardner’s grave 
taken at some point in the 1900s, from the Worthington 
Memories Project.  Cemetery map taken from the Cemetery 
web page. 
 
For decades, the Union Cemetery has included, on their wish 
list, the purchase of the Ozem Gardner Homestead as a 
“forever” Cemetery office and maintenance facility.  For all 
practical purposes, the homestead has only had two long 
term owners since it was originally platted so it was way down on the list of an expected reality.  In 
2017, the pipedream became a possibility when the property went up for sale.  The house was in serious 
need of attention and would not be cheap to preserve.  Developers wanted to buy the property, tear it 
down and build four new homes on the site.  The family had hoped that it would be preserved.  The 
Union Cemetery calculated how many more grave spaces we would have back in Flint Cemetery if we 
did not have to set aside land for an office building and maintenance facilities.  The sales value of the 
extra plots just about equaled the cost of the Homestead, so the Township and the City of Worthington 
bought it for the Cemeteries and we have been working on stabilizing the structures ever since.  There is 
a discussion of the project on the website, https://worthingtoncemetery.com/flint-union-
cemetery/gardner/. 
 
As we worked around the house, it became clear that the back porch was unsalvageable and would have 
to be torn off and rebuilt.  But the back porch was located on top of where the reported underground 
tunnel was supposed to exist.  If the tunnel was there, all future development in that area would have to 
include the preservation of the tunnel.  How would we know for sure?  We could take a backhoe and 

http://www.worthingtonmemory.org/scrapbook/object/viewer/visual-object:701?width=85%25&height=100%25&iframe=true
https://worthingtoncemetery.com/flint-union-cemetery/gardner/
https://worthingtoncemetery.com/flint-union-cemetery/gardner/
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trench across where the tunnel was supposed to be but if we intersected it, we would severely 
compromise it.  We had to find a non-invasive way to determine if there was a tunnel.  I offered to 
contact old friends from the Ohio Fracture Flow Working Group for ideas and help.  My first contact was 
to Barry Allred, USDA ARS. 
 
And the story continues….. 
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